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Main Points
• Ecosystem patterns reflect variation in climate 

(macroscale), landform (mesoscale) and soils 
(microscale)

• GIS is useful to:
– Refine Maps
– Characterize ecoregions
– Model at finer resolution

• Management options and species models can 
be linked to fine-resolution models of 
geolandforms and historic vegetation

• Examples sprinkled in



Macroclimate controls continental scale patterns



Edwards Plateau Ecoregion: gray areas are slopes >8%

Granite



Hill Country makes up 35% of the Edwards Plateau but
contains 61% of all slopes over 8%

Landscapes of the Hill Country and Edwards Plateau
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GIS is good for characterizing ecoregion polygons



Mesoscale patterns are controlled by topography & geology















Microscale patterns are controlled by geolandform and exposure



Interim Summary

• Macroclimate controls continental patterns
• Mesoscale patterns correspond with landform 

(geology and topography)
• Microscale patterns are controlled largely by 

geolandform and exposure
• USFS (after Bailey) and EPA (after Omernik) 

have mapped ecoregions for the USA
• Onward: modeling geolandforms and abiotic site 

types and some examples of the use of models 



Tools to Map at Fine-resolution
Using GIS

• Digital Elevation Models
– Elevation, slope, land position, exposure, 

solar insolation, relative moisture indices
• Geology (may not be available at fine 

resolution)
• Soils (SSURGO)
• Desired Result: map geolandforms or 

abiotic site types relevant to vegetation 
patterns and ecosystems



Digital Elevation Model (DEM): elevation is represented 
by a regular grid with elevation values; facilitates abiotic 

site type modeling (elevation, slope, exposure, land 
position, solar insolation)



Neighborhood Analysis:  analyzes the 
cells of a grid within a “neighborhood.”



Example: fine-resolution landforms from 
land position and slope (from North 

Missouri)



Modeled historic vegetation



Modeling Abiotic
Site Types



(solar insolation, land position, soil)



Example: Golden-
cheeked Warbler
habitat modeling



Abiotic Site Types of the Hill 
Country

• Relatively Flat Uplands
– Relative deep, continuous soils (soft-bedded limestone)
– “Redlands”
– “Flagstone” (massive-bedded limestone)

• Slopes
– Differentiate based on slope & exposure (solar insolation)
– Differentiate based on steepness 
– Differentiate based on position (crest, side, toe)

• Narrow floodplains and valley systems
• Large river floodplain systems
• Point: these influence vegetation, therefore GCW habitat 

quality, and we can model them and overlay the results from 
satellite remote sensing land cover mapping



So how will this work (tentatively)?

• Variables related to habitat quality will be 
attached to each 30m pixel – for example:
– Patch size and shape
– Landscape context
– Distance to edge
– Slope and aspect
– Soil type
– Vegetation composition

• The form of the algorithm will be, for example: if 
patch size is >X, and slope is >Y, then habitat 
quality value is V.
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‘A conclusion is the place where 
you got tired of thinking.’ – Steven Wright
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